The Available-Bit-Rate ( A B R ) 
Introduction
The Available-Bit-Rate (ABR) service class currently being defined by the ATM Forum [lo] completes the suite of services available in ATM networks. The goal of the ABR service is to efficiently support traffic types that were traditionally carried in packet switching networks, i.e., highly bursty traffic with only vaguely defined quality-of-service requirements. To establish an ABR connection, both maximum traffic demand ( p e a k cell rate) and the minimum throughput requirements (minimum cell rate) need to be specified. During the lifetime of an ABR connection, the ATM network can adjust the maximum traffic rate of the connection to any value in the range between the minimum and the peak cell rate.
Several mechanisms for controlling ABR traffic have been proposed to the ATM Forum. Prominent among these mechanisms are the credit-based congestion control approach and t,he rate-based flow control approach. ' The work of JGrg Liebeherr and Alan Tai was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. NCR-
9309224.
Credit-based congestion control of ABR traffic is based on a modified window flow control mechanism implemented on a per-link basis [7] . In contrast, the ratebased approach [9, 111 controls congestion on an endto-end basis. Here, the ATM switches give feedback information to the traffic sources which, in turn, adjust their traffic rate. The ATM Forum decided in September 1994 to adopt the rate-based approach in preference over the credit-based approach.
In this study, we address the problem of determining the explicit rate for ABR connections in an ATM network with rate-based traffic control. The ATM Forum has adopted the so-called max-man fairness or bottleneck flow control [l, 41 scheme as rate control algorithm [5, lo] . Max-min fairness attempts to give each ABR connection the same maximum throughput allocation on each link in the network. However, since ABR connections may result from a heterogeneous set of network applications, ranging from interactive bulk data transfers to video-conferencing applications, the explicit rate calculation should distinguish between and give differential treatment to different classes of ABR connections. In this study we present an explicit rate scheme for ATM networks that can give differential treatment to different types of ABR connections. The scheme determines the explicit rate of ABR connections by simultaneously satisfying several control objectives. Each ABR connection belongs to one trafic class where the class assignment of the connection is based on the application type, on traffic parameters, or on extraneous factors, such as the location of the traffic source or a pricing scheme. The main advantage of our scheme over previously proposed enhancements to max-min fairness is that our method completely decouples the bandwidth allocation for connections from the bandwidth allocation for traffic classes. To our knowledge, our work is the first scheme that provides explicit rates for multiple ABR traffic classes where the explicit rate of a. class is calculated independently from the other classes.
We control the availability of bandwidth at three levels: The maximum end-to-end throughput of a connection is limited by the link with the smallest share on the connection's route. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review the ABR traffic control scheme of the ATM Forum. In Section 3 we characterize the multi-level bandwidth control scheme. In Section 4, we show how the existing ABR traffic control protocol can be modified to incorporate our multi-level bandwidth control. In Section 5 we show simulation experiments that demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme. Finally, we conclude our results in Section 6.
Rate-Based Traffic Management of
Since the first proposals for closed-loop rate-based traffic control within the Traffic Management Group of the ATM Forum in 1994, many additions to the protocol hme significantly enhanced its functionality. The current draft version of the Traffic Management document [lo] uses more than two dozen parameters for the control algorithm. Excellent discussions of the rate-based approach for ABR traffic can be found in [a, 51.
Rate-based traffic control in ATM consists of a closed feedback loop involving the source end system, the destination end system, and the intermediate ATM switches. The basic steps of the control loop are shown in Figure 1 [9] : Here, congested switches can return an congestion indication to the sources directly by generating backward RM cells with a congestion flag set.
Backward Explicit Congestion Notification (BECN)
Both EFCN isnd BECN are binary feedback schemes in that the information returned to a source system merely consists of a single bit. In contrast, with explicit rate setting, the network informs the sources about the maximum permitted traffic rate. [5, lo] : Here a source regulady emits RM cells with Expliczt Rate (ER) set to the desired transmission rate. The ATM switches reduce the value in the ER field and return the RM cell back to the source. When the RM cell returns, the ER field contains the maximum traffic rate that is permitted by the network.
Explicit Rate Setting
The iiCtua.1 implementation of the feedback control loop proposed by the ATM Forum is too complex to be presented heice [lo] . Consideration of long propagation delays, long idle times of sources, R,M cell losses, and low bandwidth connections have significantly increased the complexity of the basic feedback schemes.
Multi-level Bandwidth Control of
In this section, we develop a formal framework for the proposed multi-level explicit rate scheme for ABR traffic. ' We state the objectives of bandwidth control at three levels. At the lowest, we control the bandwidth available to ABR connections within the same traffic class. This level of control is currently well-understood and applied by the ATM Forum to calculate the explicit rate of ABR connections. At the second control level, we dynamicatlly control the bandwidth available to the ABR traffic (classes. The control method takes into account the current bandwidth use of the traffic classes: classes with a high bandwidth demand can temporarily borrow blandwidth from traffic classes with a low bandwidth demand. Finally, at the topmost level, we control the availability of bandwidth to all ABR connections in the network. The goal of the multi-level control scheme is to find for each connection the maximum traffic rate which complies with the control objectives, i.e., the explicit rate. We consider an ATM network where switches are connected by unidirectional ATM links. Each ABR connection in this network has a fixed route with an unidirectional traffic flow and is assigned to exactly one traffic class. We introduce the following notation:
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The traffic demand of an ABR connection i is expressed in terms of the peak cell rate, denoted by PCRi, and the minimum cell rate, denoted by MCRi. If the network does not have sufficient bandwidth to satisfy MCRi, then the connection will not be established.
The maximum throughput of a connection allowed by the bandwidth control scheme is called the explicit rate, and is denoted by ER, for connection i. E& is the (theoretical) maximum traffic rate allowed by the multi-level bandwidth control mechanism, irrespective of other throughput constraints, e.g., due to a BECN or FECN scheme, in the network. We have the following relation:
The bandwidth control scheme for ABR traffic consists of imposing bounds on the explicit rate ERi by enforcing a set of control parameters for each link in the network. The control parameters used in this study are as follows:
For connection-level bandwidth control the network enforces class-dependent throughput bounds on all connections at all links. The class-p share for link 1, denoted by Sharer,, is the throughput bound for all ABR connections from class p at link 1. Formally: ERi 
Connection-Level Bandwidth Control
In this subsection, we ignore the effects of classlevel and service-level control. We do this by assuming that all class capacities for ABR traffic are fixed, i.e., C g R E const. In this case, the bandwidth left unused by some traffic class cannot be made available to other traffic classes. With the assumption of fixed class capacities, the connection admission control test for an ABR connection from class p verifies that the minimum cell rate MCRj can be supported on all links on the route of the connection, i.e., Connection-level bandwidth control distributes the class capacity CYR to the class-p connections on a link 1. By enforcing shares Sharer, for each traffic class p at the network links, the maximum end-to-end throughput of an ABR connection i is limited by the link 1; on the connection's route with the smallest share, i.e., Sharer:, = min Sharer,. We refer to link 1; as the bottleneck link of connection i. Since the maximum throughput of a connection is always bounded by the peak cell rate PCRi, we obtain the following throughput bound for connection i: A control scheme that is overly conservative with the values for the fair shares may waste a significant portion of the bandwidth. Thus, a bandwidth control scheme will attempt to make the values of the fair shares as large as possible. With fixed class capacities, such a bandwidth control scheme is identical to mal-min fairness, a scheme that has been considered for ABR traffic control in several different versions [5] .
We determine the values of the maximal fair shares as follows. Given the share values on each link (not necessarily maximal), we partition the set of class-p ABR connections on a link 1 into three groups: underloaded connections, overloaded connections, and restricted connections. Let the set of underloaded connections In other words, the maximal share is obtained by subtracting the throughput of the connections that are not overloaded from the class capacity, and by dividing the remaining bandwidth by the number of overloaded connections.
Class-Level Bandwidth Control
The bandwidth control scheme for calculating the explicit rates described so far has one major drawback: if the ABR connections in a class, say class p, do not consume the bandwidth C c " that is available at link I , the unused bandwidth cannot be utilized by other traffic classes. Next we show how the drawback can be overcome by adapting the available capacity C;p"" to the actual traffic demand.
In the scheme proposed here, the class capacity C c " consists of two components: the class guarantee Guar[, and the surplus bandwidth Surplusl. The class guarantee Guarl, is a fixed component and gives the minimum bandwidth that ABR connections from class p can use for transmission a t link 1. We assume C,'=, Guarl, = C;"", that is, the class guarantees divide the entire ABR bandwidth on a link 1.
The surplus bandwidth, denoted by Surplusl, gives the bandwidth in excess of the class guarantee that is temporarily made available to a class. Of course, this is only possible if some other classes do not utilize their respective class guarantees, i.e., if Guar[, -xiEAI, ER, > 0 for some traffic classes q # p. Note that a traffic class may not be able to utilize the class guarantee at a link for two reasons. First, the total peak cell rate from all connections of the class could be less than its guarantee. Second, the throughput of class-p connections could be limited due to restrictions at other links.
In our class-level bandwidth control scheme, we reduce the class capacity C r " for a class p at link 1 whenever the connections from this class do not utilize their class guarantee. The resulting bandwidth that is made available is distributed evenly to those traffic classes that can take advantage of the additional bandwidth. The bandwidth is made available by adding a surplus Surplusl 2 0 to the class capacity. Formally, the class capacity Cp" at link 1 for class p is set to:
The above equation assumes the enforcement of shares Sharel for all connections, as discussed in Subsection 3.1. Even though the concepts of 'shares' and 'surplus' are independent, we assume that the bandwidth control scheme enforces maximal shares on all links.
Since in the worst case Surplus1 = 0, each connection class with a sufficiently high traffic load and no other limiting constraints can always obtain the class guarantee as its class capacity. Therefore, the following connection admission control test for a new connection j with route ??,i guarantees that all connections can receive their minimum cell rate MCh at all times:
iEAiP A goal of a bandwidth control scheme is to select the surplus values Surplus1 as large as possible. If the surplus on a link 1 is chosen maximally, denoted by Surplus;, then the entire link bandwidth can be made available for transmission if there is at least one overloaded connection in some traffic class on this link. Note that only traffic classes with overloaded connections at link 1 will be able to utilize their maximum bandwidth Guar1, + Surplus1 . Assuming that at least one such class exists on a link I , i.e., 1 0 1 , l > 0, and that the maximal shares S h a r e ; are available for all links I , then a bandwidth control scheme which enforces the maximal fair shares and maximal surplus values satisfies the following equation:
Note that changing CtBR will typically require recalculation ofthe Class guarantees GIP.
If the ATM network wishes to ensure that all ABR connections can satisfy their minimum cell rate, the following connection admission control test should be If the link does not have any overloaded connections, that is, )01,1 = 0 for all traffic classes, the surplus is selected to some large value, i.e., Surplusl = CtBR.
Then we obtain that a bandwidth control scheme with maximal surplus satisfies:
Service-Level Bandwidth Control
So far we have not accounted for the fact that the bandwidth available to ABR traffic is dependent on the bandwidth allocation to CBR and VBR connections. Service-level control adjusts the link bandwidth available to ABR traffic to the demands of CBR and VBR traffic. The control method is simple: CBR and VBR traffic is given priority over ABR traffic whenever possible.
To prevent ABR traffic becoming completely preempted, we introduce Cyin as a lower bound for the ABR bandwidth available at link 1. In addition to Cyzn , ABR traffic can obtain the bandwidth not used by connections with CBR or VBR service. Denote by , ?"" and I';iBR, the current allocation at link 1 of CBR and VBR traffic, respectively, the bandwidth available to ABR traffic on a link 1 is set to: execute; for all links that are on the route of a new connection j:
Protocol Mechanisms for Multi-level
In this section we present how the proposed multilevel bandwidth control scheme from the previous section can be incorporated into the framework of the ABR traffic management protocol developed by the ATM Forum [lo] . The protocol mechanisms described here are mainly modifications or additions to the ABR control protocol.
Modifications t o the RM Cell Format
We require only a minor modification to the RM cell format described in [lo] . All bit flags described in [lo] are unchanged, and the use of the ER field is similar to, but not identical with [lo] . The only addition to the RM cell format is the following field:
Bandwidth Control BNK The Bottleneck (BNK Field contains a unique identification o / an ATM switch or the destination system and identifies the bottleneck link of the connection. The field is set by the intermediate switches on the forward pass of the RM cell.
Source and Destination Behavior
If a class-p connection issues a forward RM cell, it sets the ER field to the peak cell rate, i.e., ER = PCR. And the bottleneck field to BNK = nil.
The state of an ABR connection, can be determined from the last backward RM cell that has returned to the source. If BNK = nil, then the connection is 'underloaded' (in this case, the ERfield will be set to ER = PCR).
On the other hand, if the content of the last backward RM cell was BNK = S and ER = rate (with PCR > r a t e ) , then the connection i is 'overloaded' at switch S and 'restricted' at all other switches on the connection's route. Underloaded connections can transmit data at their peak cell rate. Overloaded connections can transmit at most at the rate given by the ER field of the last RM cell. Note that a source need not be aware of its state.
The destination plays no particular role in the calculation of the explicit rate. It receives forward RM cells and returns them back to the source as backward RM cells.
Switch Behavior
A switch maintains information on each ABR connection that has a route on one of the outgoing links of c,!"~ = max ( cyin, C, -rpBR -r;.rBR) the switch '. The information for a connection i consists of a rate field MaxRatei that contains the switch's current knowledge of the maximum allowed traffic rate of connection i and an overload JEag OV; which is set when connection i is overloaded at this switch.
In addition, the switch maintains a set of variables needed for calculating the throughput bounds of the connections: Share, contains the maximum cell rate at which connections from class p can transmit at this switch, the bandwidth guarantee Gp and the Surplus are used to calculate the total bandwidth available for traffic from class p at this switch. Finally, CAB" is the total available capacity for ABR traffic at this switch.
The following operations are performed at a switch, say with identification T, when it receives a forward RM cell from a class-p connection i. The switch first compares the ER field with its value for S h a m p . If Share, 2 ER, then the switch does not perform any operations. On the other hand, if Sharep < ER, then the maximum rate at which connection i wants to tiransmit exceeds the maximum allowed rate for class-p connections at switch T. Therefore, the switch modifies the fields of the backward RM cell by setting:
Thus, the switch sets the explicit cell rate to the maximum rate at this switch, and identifies itself as the bottleneck of the connection.
The following steps are performed at a switch, say switch S , when it. receives a backward RM cell from class-p connection i. If the bottleneck field of ithe RM cell is set to BNK = nil, that is, the connection ir; underloaded, or to BNK = S S # T), that is, the connection is information on connection i by setting:
overloaded at some ot 6 er switch, switch S upd.ates its
Note that ER for an underloaded connection (BNK = nil) is set to the the peak cell rate Pc&.
If the bottleneck field of the backward RM cell that arrives to switch T is set to BNK = T, the information on the connection is updated to:
Operations at Update Intervals
Periodically, a switch uses the values of MaxRatei and OVi to Calculate new throughput bounds for the connections. Each switch uses timers to keep track of three different time intervals: The share interval, the surplus interval, and the ABR capacity interual. We assume that the surplus interval is a multipl'e of the share intervals, and the capacity interval is a imultiple of the surplus interval. At tlne end of each share interval, switch S calculates the following sums for each traffic class p: 
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Therefore, after obtaining the values for OL, and RATE,, the switch can calculate the value for Sharep using the expression @;hen at the end of Section 3.1.
At the end of a class znterval, the switch additionally recalculates Surplus using the expression given at the end of Section 3.2.
At the end of an ABR trafic interval, the switch obtainc; new values for CABR using the expression given at the end of Section 3.3.
Simulation Experiments
To provilde insight into the dynamics of the multilevel bandwidth scheme from Section 4, we present simulation experiments to show the transient behavior during changes of the network load. The simulations were implemented using the REAL (version 4.0) network simulator [6] . The implementation of the source, destination, and switch behavior of the ABR traffic control protocol1 is based on the Traffic Management Specification Version 4.0 from November 1995 [IO]. We do not consider the effects of higher-level protocols.
As ;shown in Figure 2 , the simulated network consists offour source end systems S1 -S4 and four destination end systems D1 -D4. There are three ATM switches connected by two links with a capacity of Cl = 155 Mb/s each. The scheduling discipline at the switches is assumed to be FIFO, and the buffer capacity is set to 2000 cells. The propagation delay of the links is varied in the range between 20 p s and 1 ms, corresponding to a distance of 6 km to 300 km. The access links of the sources to the ATM switch have a capacity of 155 Mb/s with negligible propagation delay. Table 1 . Since each end system is the source or destination of at most one connection, we will use the name of the source to identify a connection, e.g., the connection that begins at end system 5'1 is referred to as connection S1. All connections are initially idle and start to transmit at the times specified in Table l . We assume that the time interval between cell transmissions is constant; also, the transmission rate of a cell is assumed to include the cell header.
The parameters for the ABR traffic control scheme are set to the values shown in Table 2 . The table contains parameters for the switches and parameters for the sources.
The values for the minimum cell rate and the initial cell rate of all connections are set to HCR = 10 Mb s and I C R = 7 Mb/s. All RM cells are sent %-band", that is, the transmission of RM cells is not discounted to the traffic rate. Here, we only present simulations that show connection-level and class-level bandwidth control. We set the length of both the share intervalsand the surplus intervals to 1 ms.
We first demonstrate the effectiveness of connectionlevel and class-level bandwidth control in a network with small propagation delays. Specifically, we set the propagation delays of the ATM links to 20 p s , corresponding to a link length of approximately 6 km. The simulation results are summarized in Figure 3 which depicts two graphs that show the bandwidth (in Mb/s) utilized by each connection on the two links L1 and L2. Each data point in the graph corresponds to the amount of data that is transmitted during a share update interval of 1 ms. The experimental results have been verified to match the theoretically expected values from Section 3. We now discuss the outcome of the simulation in detail.
0 All connections are initially idle. At t = 0, connection S1 from class-Z becomes active with a peak cell rate of PCR = 10 Mb/s. This value is increased at t = 5 to PCR = 70 Mb/s. Connection S1 exceeds the its bandwidth guarantee of class Zbut can 'borrow' extra bandwidth from the other classes. Finally, we investigate the impact of the propagation delay on the effectiveness of our bandwidth control. Figure 4 depicts the simulation results if the propagation delay is set to 1000 p s per link, corresponding to a length of about 300 km, yielding a maximum round-trip delay of 4 ms. Note that the maximum round-trip delay is larger than the length of the update interval of 1 ms.
We see in Figure 4 that at times t = 75 and t = 125, the network requires a considerable time to converge to stable throughput values. Nonetheless, it can be seen in Figure 4 that the protocol stabilizes at the correct values.
